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Frequently Asked Questions – South Slope Recreation Area

Frequently Asked Questions – Event – South Slope Permit
Category

Question

General

Do I need to wear a mask?

General

Is there social distancing
requirements?

Usage

Is a permit required?

Usage

Can I purchase more than
one permit a day?
How far in advance can I
purchase my permit?

Usage

Usage

I am a commercial guide, can
I bring a group of customers
with me?

Usage

If South Slope is closed due
to weather can I get a
refund?
Why is there time slots three
minutes apart? Can I not
meet at the gate at 7:30am
when they open?

Website

Website
Website
Website

Do I have to sign the waiver?
Do I have to provide my
license plate?
Why is there a time limit on
the cart?

Answer
Yes, when in populated areas such as parking
lots a mask is required. Once you are isolated in
your personal vehicle or social distanced from
other employees and guests the mask is
optional.
Yes, guests must follow all social distancing and
health guidelines during their visit. This
includes keeping a 6 foot distance from others,
washing hands frequently or using hand
sanitizer, and keeping groups smaller than 10.
Yes, a permit is required and is valid for up to 8
people including yourself.
No, guests are allowed one permit per day.
Permits will be open for a two week window
and can be purchased up to 24 hours prior to
the desired date.
No, commercial activities including guide
services is prohibited on the South Slope
Recreation Area. Violation of this policy will
result in a loss of privileges.
Yes, in the event of a weather closure a refund
will be issued.
The time slots are the number of available
permits, if all of the slots are filled there is no
more permits allowed for the day. Regardless
of the time slot selected guests can enter the
gate at 7:30am.
Yes, it is required per reservation.
Yes, it is required per reservation.
The limit is there to prevent incomplete
reservations in the system. If you need more
time to complete click the “More Time” link
next to the timer to add 5 minutes.

